In this paper, we present some new existence and uniqueness results for nonlinear fractional differential equations with a kind of general irregular boundary condition in Banach space by using a fixed-point theorem and contraction mapping principle. Moreover, the boundary condition is extended, therefore, some conclusions from other references are special cases of our results. MSC: 26A33; 34A08
Introduction
The fractional derivative (or called the noninteger order derivative) was invented by Leib- In this paper, we mainly study a kind of general irregular boundary value problem for nonlinear fractional equations of fractional order q ∈ (, ]. Motivated by [], we consider http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/133 the following irregular boundary value problem 
Preliminaries
We give some basic definitions and properties of the fractional calculus theory which are essential in this paper. They are easily found in [, , , ]. 
denotes the integer part of the real number q).
where 
is given by
where
Proof According to Eq. (), the general solution of Eq. () can be written as
where c  , c  are arbitrary constants. Then differentiating Eq. () to t yields that
Using the boundary conditions in Eq. (), we have the following equations from Eq. () and Eq. ():
It follows that
Remark . In some references (such as [, ]), the σ is always restricted in C[, π],
i.e., a continuous function. But in our opinion, this restriction would arise some little problems. For ensuring that x(t) in Eq. () makes sense, σ has to be at least first order continuously differentiable, i.e., σ ∈ C  [, π]. Otherwise, the Lemma . is not true since the second order derivative
The following theorem is needed to prove the existence of at least one solution of the general irregular boundary value problem, and its detailed proof can be seen in [, , ]. 
Then the boundary value problem () has a unique solution provided < , where
and M  is defined in Lemma ..
Proof Now we define F : → by
s, x(s) ds, and let us define
where μ is a real number satisfying ≤ μ < , and is well defined in Section . As the similar idea in [], we denote B r = {x ∈ : x ≤ r}. Furthermore, for any x ∈ B r , we have (Fx)(t)
f s, x(s) ds http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/133
thus F(B r ) ⊂ B r is verified. Now for any x, y ∈ and for each t ∈ [, π], we obtain that (Fx)(t) -(Fy)(t)
as ≤ , therefore, F is a contraction. By using the conclusion of contraction mapping principle in Banach space, we complete our proof. 
then the general irregular boundary value problem () has at least one solution on [, π].
Proof We first restrict
for x, y ∈ B r . Therefore, we have x + y ∈ B r . According to the assumption (A) of our theorem, is a contraction mapping since
where M  is well defined in Theorem .. By the definition of , we can easily check that is continuous (since f (t, x) is continuous) and uniformly bounded on B r as
Now we prove the compactness of the operator . We denote f max = sup (t,x)∈[,π ]×B r f (t, x) , and for any (t  , x(t  )) and (t  , x(t  )) in domain, we have
which is independent of x. Thus, is equicontinuous. According to the fact that maps bounded subsets into relatively compact subsets, we know that (S)(t) is relatively compact in X for every t, where S is a bounded subset of . So (·) is relatively compact on B r . Thus, by using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem from functional analysis, is compact on B r . Finally, we have the conclusion that the general irregular boundary value problem () has at least one solution on [, π] since all assumptions of Theorem . are satisfied, so the proof is completed.
Furthermore, we have the next remark about the Green's function of boundary value problem (). 
Remark . The Green's function G(t, s) of boundary value problem () could be written as
G(t, s) = ⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ (π -s) q- M  (q-) {t((-) α  +β  + (-) β  +β  ) -π(-) β  +β  } + (π -s) q- M  (q) {((-) α  +β  + (-) β  +β  ) -t(a(-) β  -b(-) α  )},  ≤ t < s ≤ π, (t-s) q- (q) + (π -s) q- M  (q-) {t((-) α  +β  + (-) β  +β  ) -π(-) β  +β  } + (π -s) q- M  (q) {((-) α  +β  + (-) β  +β  ) -t(a(-) β  -b(-) α  )},  ≤ s ≤ t ≤ π.()
Two examples
Example . Consider the following boundary value problem:
Thus, according to Theorem ., the boundary value problem () has a unique solution on [, π].
Example . Consider the following boundary value problem: 
Conclusions
In this paper, we mainly discuss the existence of solutions for a kind of irregular boundary value problem of nonlinear fractional differential equations. Unlike the restrictions in some references, we give a different opinion about the continuity and differentiation of http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/133 derivative in the discussed boundary value problem. There are two important points to make here. Firstly, the different restriction of derivative we give is necessary to guarantee the existence of the second-order derivative. Generally speaking, taking BVP () as an example, the function f (t, x(t)) is necessary to have [q]th order derivative to guarantee the existence of solution could be ([q] + )th order differentiable. Secondly, we show a kind of more general boundary condition than that in some references, and some conclusions from other references are special cases of our results.
Finally, the recent applications of differential equations with fractional order as models in more and more fields of science and engineering makes it necessary to study the qualitative theory of such equations, and we hope that our work could make some contributions in this direction.
